The Diamond Star Seed and the Balance Pillar
There is a higher evolutionary intelligence in the universe, bearers of this light will change
our outlook on life, the world and humanity. With access to this infinite energy, also known
as the zero point energy, we have the ability to heal segmented fragments that hold mind,
soul and body fixed in dualism, separation, negativity, distortion and illusion.
Unhealed fragments make us limited. This evolutionary light allows us to heal and unify our
forces, making us unlimited. It is this spiral force that helps us to free ourselves from old
linear timelines and destructive structures of imbalances that keep us stuck in energy
patterns with drainage and constant repetition.
The spiral force opens up a chain of new time spirals, dimensional spirals and universe
spirals that extend beyond the epoch of the ages. Through the healing changes of the
energy spirals, time perception will give us a broader spectrum of what time really is. Our
perception becomes sharper, which gives us the ability to see ourselves and the whole as it
truly is.
It is through this chain that the elemental spiral energy can enter our atmosphere. How
receptive we are depends on the frequency setting our body and soul have as a basic
vibration. A high vibrational frequency has a decisive effect on the degree to which our light
pillars have come to develop. Anchoring and adjusting our soul frequency is an important
component of this work of changes and energy shift.
This universal energy is an evolutionary fuel for our inner spiral energy to reach higher
frequencies. The spiral energy creates an inner fusion that unites body and soul. When we
reach the zero point, we can break free from the weight of gravity. With the spiral power we
can transform darkness into light, confinement to freedom, negativity to positivity, pain to
learning, fear to love, sorrow to joy, illness to vitality, separation into community. This
transformation is the start of the soul's upgrade where the cells are elevated to a higher
crystalline version of their divine origin, which moves us to a new level of consciousness.
In this expansion, the soul will refine its sensitive absorption ability to sense the various
variations of light. This refined ability will increase our spiritual understanding of how this
zero-point energy can be used to better serve our divine purpose. The sensitivity of the soul
opens the ability of cells to capture the very smallest elemental particles of light. With this
light, the cell nucleus atoms begin to recall the original memory of its divine signature.
Our divine signature of sacred geometry is a finely tuned vibration that restores harmony and
balance in the body's energy system. When the cells regain its true formation, an awakening
occurs that involves major changes. It is the originality of cells that awakens our inner
creative power, joy of life, intuitive ability, the power of healing and the endless patience with
everything that happens in our environment. The true energy pattern of cells can be
activated by conscious souls who allow the divine will of light to work through them.

This spiral energy has an expanding power as it spreads through our hearts. This light will
bring about a new reform in addition to everything that we have experienced so far. But it all
starts with you, the power of your mind, your disciplined choice to choose the light and your
loving will to serve and transmit it. When you reach the moment when your body and its
internal system are synchronized and flow in the same coordinates and frequency tones with
soul, mind, thought and feeling, your perception of reality will change to a new dimensional
consciousness - which is to your advantage.
We are all at different levels in this dimensional energy shift between two concepts of time
that will slowly change our society, everyday life and consciousness. A shift where everyone
starts to realize what a powerful influence the connection between body, soul, thought,
words and action has in our lives. This inner guidance of divine triumph is about honoring
yourself for the YOU, YOU are by taking a step inward in the wonder of life's enriching
qualities. Those who now take this crucial step to reach stillness are brave souls who
consciously take on the great task of initiating this inner change and then experience how
the indispensable spiral forces of light will be spread easily, efficiently and unobstructed
throughout the world.
We all need to hold our breath for a while and resume our original existence to begin a new
era. A calm and tranquil mind is an inevitable asset in this new society that is now being
born. In this state of mind of divine presence, you can feel how the Universe envelops you
with the purest love and provides you with everything you need. Get out of the time wheel
and let this higher will come into force and lead you to new insights about your new-found
self. In the meantime, don't expect any miracles - see that You are Life's most important
miracle. You are the divine presence that confirms this in yourself!
Balance Pillar
A Balance Pillar is a life bearer of the spiral energy. During eons of lifetimes they have
developed an inner core and star structure with several shades and variations of light.
Therefore, they have a wider range of unique abilities, just like a diamond. Balance Pillars
carry the strength to receive and anchor huge amounts of light. Balance Pillars have the
ability to balance energies, frequencies and vibrations. As a master of balance of power and
frequencies they are here to create balance on many dimensional planes and levels.
Balance Pillars have a major and crucial role in this energy shift to maintain balance and
light by neutralizing and resolving polarities. The spiral energy gives them an accelerating
power to open up dimensional portals that are important for the development of the earth.
There are a number of Balance Pillars incarnated on our earth to help restore the balance of
peace and harmony. They are building new bridges to reach a higher consciousness of unity
and community. They also act as signposts that, with love, lead humanity into their hearts.
Most Balance Pillars have previously lived in places closer to Source with higher frequency
vibrations. They have had many incarnations on earth to train their unique abilities in order to
deal with this physical matter. Meetings with lower energies and beings have been an
important experience for Balance Pillars to learn how to transform all varieties of harmful

energies into positivity and new insights. Originally, the Balance Pillars come from planets or
stars with 9 dimensional vibrations or more. Many Balance Pillars are souls who originally
come from the diamond planet Cancri.
No matter how badly these diamond souls are treated, they always respond back with
humility and love. They feel confident as they carry an inner divine presence that makes
them feel loved by all the divine light guides around them. Diamond souls have significantly
more light guides around them than many others because they need this support in the big
task they have come to earth to perform. Light guides, masters, archangels, guardian angels
and the universal -and galactic councils admire these brave souls over the strength to take
on this tough work. It can sometimes be difficult to understand what enormous powers and
resources this mission requires. Balance pillars are big diamond souls and for them it has
been necessary to face all forms of physical, mental, emotional, mental pain and exploitation
to find, with their own experience and understanding, keys to dissolve these destructive
power structures. To accomplish this task, the Balance Pillars use the zero-point field
energy. This energy has been difficult to access here on earth. But new dimensional spiral
portals with this evolutionary light have now been opened.
A Balance Pillar has lived many incarnations to rise again after all the severe blows it has
experienced. They are now well prepared to step forward and regain this position as the
universal Balance Pillar of the earth. All of these lifetimes may feel like a very long time on
earth, but in the evolutionary time perception it is only a fraction of a second. These great
souls pave the way for all souls who will now be moved to the new earth.
Diamond Souls
It's time we open our star seeds to spread information about all the important formations of
energies and light beings that exist in the universe. With an understanding of star seeds and
their original origins, more souls will have greater opportunities of knowledge for a clearer
and more complete wholeness about themselves. This inner key may give us a new
meaning and direction in life.
Many life bearers are diamond star seeds that originally come from the planet 55 Cancri, in
the star system Cancer. Rhocancrians are ancient souls who have traveled in eons of time
to spread their diamond star seeds. They have visited various universes, star systems and
planets such as the Pleiades, the central sun Alcyone, Sirius, Orion, the Arcturian, the Lyran
and the Andromans before they came to earth.
Cancri consists mainly of diamond. The planet also has a binary star system with two suns, a
yellow dwarf star and a red dwarf star. When the light from these two suns reaches the
planet's diamond core, it shines in all divine colors. This inner light illuminates the planet and
all living into a consciousness that is more than enlightened, making the vibration of Cancri
9D.
This civilization is highly advanced and their structure is built up with diamond energy that
vibrates in a high state where every creature radiates like a glittering star. Everyone is very

loving, which means that there are no sins, no hatred, no greed and no lies. It is a planet full
of acceptance, unconditional love and truth. Everyone at Cancri collaborates with learning,
teaching and developing. That's all. Some missions on the planet are done in collaboration
with the elders of other star systems and one of Rhocancrian's job is to protect and develop
the earth into a peaceful planet.
When the Rhocancrians saw the trouble on earth, they immediately offered their help.
Incarnated souls from Cancri spread a bright and soothing light to their surroundings. They
always speak from the heart, which is the center of their entire existence. Rhocancrians and
other galactic members chose to send groups over time, so people could get used to these
higher vibrations on earth. As a life bearer, the souls of Rhocancrians have helped
humanity's development here on earth even before Lemurian age. Rhocancrians also had an
important role as a Balance Pillar during Lemuria and Atlantis' collaborative time. Now many
Rhocancrians are arriving on earth to give us the rest of the missing knowledge.
Properties of incarnate diamond souls coming from Rhocancria:
They carry an all-knowing and highly advanced intelligence.
Loving - Accepting - Humble - Unconditional.
Honest - Truthful - Loyal - Generous
Has natural contact with higher advanced civilizations in the universe.
Damaged by repulsion, coldness, slander, falsehood and betrayal, but handles other
emotions well.
Experienced as neutral and pristine, but really full of love on the inside.
The desire to achieve peace, balance and harmony in all contexts.
Avoids drama and struggle, carries no negative emotions such as jealousy, jealousy, greed,
vanity, competition, dishonesty, anger, hatred or the need to persuade and convince others.
Just feeling love all the time with everything and everyone, which is why many reject them.
People do not yet know how to treat this kind of love.
Born with several unique psychic abilities that are important tools to help people.
They see and live in 5D from birth, have innate gifts to move in different dimensions.
Learn and develop through own experiences, trials and reflections.
They are very quiet, calm and patient in their personality with a light and happy mind.
They can heal and balance everything.
Extremely high-sensitivity and can easily sense energies, vibrations and flows.
They seek a higher truth and understanding in all their lives.
Has great self-knowledge and relies on their intuition and inner guidance.
They are safe and well founded with the heart as a compass and signpost.
Regardless of external circumstances, they have the ability to maintain inner peace, balance
and stability.
They have great interest in Atlantis, Ancient Egypt and Lemuria as they have helped these
civilizations in their development.
They are very quiet, innocent and likes to work in the background, out of the spotlight. Have
no need to be at the center despite all their wisdom and higher knowledge.

Their lives and missions primarily revolve around performing various energy work on earth,
in the universe and other dimensions, and to inform and disseminate higher knowledge and
information to those who are receptive. They are also fantastic healers.
They work hard to search for all wisdom during a lifetime.
They find it difficult to fit in at work or school because the environment likes to use and
exploit their high vibration, goodness and goodwill. With their unique capabilities and
knowledge, they can be perceived as a threat and are therefore often rejected or subject to
accusation and attack as they reflect the imbalances, fears and flaws of others with their
pure light.
They heal the traumas quickly and often think that others can do the same, they choose to
be positive and see meaning, learning and new opportunities in everything that happens,
good or bad.
They only see good in others, judge and have no need to speak badly about others.
They are born with more missions than other star kids because they carry a 9D vibration with
properties that mean they have a completely different energy frequency, ability, flexibility,
approach, mind and ease.
They search until they discover their purpose and therefore they go through many different
jobs and education, they never commit to a job because they are in great need of freedom.
They are creative and see wholeness in everything they do, with their higher visions and
awareness they are far ahead of their time.
They always find new ways and opportunities in life.
They have an open mind and curiosity to try new things.
They have the ability to release, with love, everything that is no longer favorable to their
development.
They are extremely sensitive to emotional pain, but not physical pain and therefore have a
significantly higher pain threshold than many others.
With strong physical and mental endurance, capacity, strength, balance and will, they have
the resources to cope with most of what they can do.
They are vital and exude a natural freshness, harmony and inner well-being.
They love nature, animals, sun, water and the view of the moon and the night sky.
They have an aura with a shimmer of golden diamond light.
They have a very well developed heart chakra and feel great love and empathy.
Rhocancrian Souls are a wonderful species and their primary mission is to help others find
the inner divine light by discovering true love in themselves and each other. They are sent to
earth to serve humanity to find its way back to the Source. They are very angelic and are
often confused with Serafina angels.
Rhocancrian Souls are significant Balance Pilllars during the awakening of the earth. With an
inner structure of golden white diamond light, the balance pillars carry all the essential
features needed to receive, anchor, balance and heal imbalances using the zero point
energy.
The balance pillars are now undergoing tough transformations as they transform much of the
earth's lower collective consciousness into vibration at higher frequencies. They also help in
the dissolution of old programming in the morphogenetic field that no longer serves humanity
any purpose.

In this shift when the earth and humanity are now converted to new energy patterns with
higher frequencies, tremendous amounts of light are needed, therefore the Balance Pillars
are upgraded to increase their light capacity and basic vibration.
A Balance Pillar has developed 13 DNA strands and the higher universal chakra system to
handle and balance this energy shift. With the power of 13 Balance Pillars are life bearers of
the spiral energy
With the spiral energy, Balance Pillars are skilled "energy cleaners". They work intensively to
close old unfavorable 3- and 4-dimensional timelines as these low frequency energy wires
drain and keep souls stuck in the past. It is through the zero-point field energy that their light
bodies travel through the various timelines to end and shut down artificial time centers.
Many of these retained souls have long been in darkness. For them, darkness is the reality
with which they feel comfortable, therefore these souls are more afraid of light than
darkness. As Balance Pillars serve the Divine Plan, they also have the mission of building
dimensional networks that will ensure that all souls will be gathered, but as these souls have
become deeply submerged in illusions of darkness, they need time for the light to reach into
their hearts and cure all separation.
When the old linear timelines are closed and energies released, souls will now be moved to
a new dimensional spiral of time. In this spiral, souls can rise in higher degrees of
consciousness.
Balance Pillars, through their inner diamond core, have developed abilities, skills and
knowledge about how they can distribute the zero-point field energy through the divine
network to maintain balance at all levels. Their diamond structure also conducts heat and
vibration better than other materials therefore they have a developed resistance to chemicals
and electrical disturbances, which is an important property to keep away any disturbance.
Balance Pillars, with these characteristics, carry a tremendous inner strength and can
therefore function as a power plant by spreading the right dose of light to their fellow players.
The Balance Pillar has a multi-dimensional light pillar that resembles a diamond with
pyramids in all directions. With a universal chakra system, they have a well-developed
multidimensional energy field as a vortex with the capacity to take down huge amounts of
light. Balance Pillars are important in this energy shift, but during intense periods, these
energy work that happens can be stressful for them as they are often attacked by opposing
forces.
The main task of the Balance Pillars is to distribute the light evenly in the earthly and cosmic
networks as well as build bridges that unite humanity to work together for a higher purpose.
The Balance Pillars are therefore important for creating equilibrium from the core and out
through all inter-dimensional directions. With this internal balance and synchronicity, they
can adjust the energies on the different planes to vibrate at higher frequencies.

Everyone, whether we are Balance pillars or Light pillars, will be upgraded or affected in
different ways in this energy shift. As souls, we all have the ability to make this inner change
and energy frequency conversion by following the compass of the heart.
Balance Pillars have, through times been a major threat here on earth for the destructive
governing power. Therefore, they have been extremely vulnerable and have also been
erased from humanity's historical events and the earth's evolutionary archives. Balance
Pillars have therefore lived for a long time out of the public eye, in the hidden. For millennia,
they have protected important sacred places, energy portals, wisdom and frequency codes
within secret circles. But now is the time to raise this awareness of the Balance Pillars. For
many souls, the memory of Balance Pillars has fallen into oblivion. They have stayed hidden
for so long that they forgot who they really are. The archives with the original memories are
now being restored. What was previously forgotten will now increasingly be remembered by
this evolutionary light.
With love
Angela Johnsson

